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Primary Subject:
Correspondence received from DCJ regarding raw sewage back up due to broken sewer system

Secondary Subject:
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General Notes:
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Save  Continue and Assign  Cancel
On May 14, 2017

Received by R. Deleon

D:\# 204-43-0

The address and phone number attached hereto
outside the agency's jurisdiction, please do not hesitate to contact the Department of Justice at
If the agency has any questions or concerns about this referral or believes that it raises issues
(202) 564-772

To check the status of the complaint or to submit additional information, the complainant may
no further action on this matter.

The Disability Rights Section will make
notify the relevant agency and the complainant of this referral. If the agency agrees to
therefore are referring this complaint to that agency for appropriate action. This letter serves to
issues that are more appropriately addressed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. We,
Reference:

CIT# 58693; Referring Minority Health

From: Disability Rights Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S. Department of Justice

By DOO on Feb 1S, 2017
Department and Others, Indianapolis, IN: Received

Privacy

Washington, D.C. 20560
Room 4750
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW

Mr. Rafael Deleon,

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Director, Office of Civil Rights

To:

Notice of Referral of Complaint for Appropriate Action

of Justice

U.S. Department